December issue:
Focus on engineering
- 15th ICC: Focus on CAN FD
- Plug-and-secure communication for CAN
- Customized CANopen tools made easy
- EMC effects underestimated as fault causes

September issue:
Focus on software engineering
- CAN-based safety parameterization
- Extending the ODX standard
- From concept model to production code
- ODX-based flash solution

June issue:
Focus on actuators
- Concierge and assistance robot
- Rise of the service robots
- The elephant of off-highway vehicles
- E-quad: driving e-mobility forward

March issue:
Focus on CAN FD
- CAN FD and the CRC issue
- Stand-by transceiver with fail-safe features
- Automated validation of CAN FD networks
- CAN FD simulation in real-time systems

Special issue:
Embedded World 2015